
Martin Guitar Road Series: A Guitar That Can Handle Any
Performance

The Martin Guitar Road Series is a line of guitars that offers exceptional versatility and quality
for musicians on the go. Whether you're a professional touring musician or a hobbyist who loves
to play music outdoors, the Martin Guitar Road Series has something to offer.

One of the unique features of the Martin Guitar Road Series is its portability. These guitars are
designed to be easy to transport and are perfect for musicians who are always on the move.
They are also versatile, which means they can be used for a variety of music genres, including
country, rock, and blues.

In this article, we will take a closer look at the Martin Guitar Road Series, including its specs,
sound quality, price, reviews, buying guide, and maintenance. We will also highlight the key
features that make this guitar a great investment for any musician looking for a high-quality,
versatile guitar. So, let's dive in and discover what the Martin Guitar Road Series has to offer.

Martin Guitar Road Series Specs
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The Martin Guitar Road Series comes in several body shapes and sizes, including the
dreadnought, 000, and OM models. The dreadnought is the largest of the three and is known for
its powerful, booming sound, making it a popular choice for strumming and flatpicking. The 000
and OM models are slightly smaller and offer a more balanced sound, making them ideal for
fingerpicking and softer playing styles.

The body of the Martin Guitar Road Series is made of high-pressure laminate (HPL) or solid
wood, depending on the model. HPL is a composite material that is designed to be durable and
weather-resistant, making it perfect for outdoor performances. The solid wood models are made
from high-quality tonewoods, such as mahogany or Sitka spruce, which offer a warm, rich tone.

The neck of the Martin Guitar Road Series is made of select hardwood and is designed for
maximum playability. The fingerboard is made of either Indian rosewood or Richlite, a
composite material that is similar to ebony in terms of tone and feel.

The hardware and electronics on the Martin Guitar Road Series vary depending on the model.
Some models come equipped with Fishman electronics, which allow you to plug in and amplify
your sound, while others come with traditional acoustic hardware, such as open-gear tuners and
bone nuts and saddles.

Overall, the Martin Guitar Road Series is a versatile line of guitars that offers a range of options
to suit different playing styles and needs. Whether you're looking for a solid wood dreadnought
or a HPL OM model, there is a Martin Guitar Road Series guitar that will fit your needs.

Martin Guitar Road Series Sound Quality

The Martin Guitar Road Series is known for its exceptional sound quality and projection. The
dreadnought models are particularly impressive in terms of volume and projection, making them
a popular choice for live performances. However, even the smaller 000 and OM models have a
rich, balanced tone that is perfect for recording or more intimate settings.

One of the key factors that contribute to the Martin Guitar Road Series' sound quality is the use
of high-quality tonewoods. The solid wood models are made from tonewoods such as Sitka
spruce, which is known for its clear, bright sound, or mahogany, which offers a warm, rich tone.
The use of select hardwoods for the neck and fingerboard also contributes to the guitar's overall
tone and playability.

In addition to the choice of tonewoods, the Martin Guitar Road Series also features advanced
bracing systems that help to enhance the guitar's resonance and sustain. The X-bracing
pattern, in particular, is known for its ability to produce a well-balanced, full-bodied sound that is
perfect for a wide range of music genres.

Compared to other guitars in its class, the Martin Guitar Road Series stands out for its versatility
and ability to deliver consistent, high-quality sound. Whether you're playing in a small
coffeehouse or a large concert hall, the Martin Guitar Road Series is designed to deliver a great
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performance every time.

Martin Guitar Road Series Price

The Martin Guitar Road Series is priced in the mid-to-upper range of acoustic guitars, with
prices ranging from around $1,000 to $2,000, depending on the model and features. While this
may seem steep, the Martin Guitar Road Series is considered a premium line of guitars that
offers exceptional quality and versatility.

Compared to other guitars in its class, the Martin Guitar Road Series is priced competitively.
Some lower-priced guitars may offer similar features, but they may not have the same level of
craftsmanship or attention to detail as the Martin Guitar Road Series. On the other hand, some
higher-priced guitars may offer additional features, such as exotic tonewoods or custom inlays,
but they may not necessarily sound better than the Martin Guitar Road Series.

One of the benefits of investing in a Martin Guitar Road Series is its value for money. These
guitars are built to last and are designed to deliver consistent, high-quality sound for years to
come. When you consider the craftsmanship, materials, and attention to detail that goes into
each Martin Guitar Road Series guitar, it's easy to see why they are priced the way they are.

Overall, the Martin Guitar Road Series is a worthwhile investment for any musician looking for a
high-quality, versatile guitar that is built to last. While it may require a significant investment, the
value for money and exceptional sound quality make it a great choice for both beginners and
professionals alike.

Martin Guitar Road Series Reviews

The Martin Guitar Road Series has received positive reviews from both experts and users.
Critics have praised the guitar's exceptional sound quality, versatility, and durability, while users
have highlighted its playability, comfort, and portability.

One of the pros of the Martin Guitar Road Series is its exceptional sound quality. Reviewers
have noted that the guitar delivers a rich, full-bodied sound that is well-balanced and versatile.
Whether you're playing fingerstyle or strumming, the Martin Guitar Road Series is designed to
deliver consistent, high-quality sound.

Another pro of the Martin Guitar Road Series is its versatility. Reviewers have noted that the
guitar is suitable for a wide range of music genres, from country and blues to rock and pop. The
choice of body shapes and sizes also makes it easy to find a Martin Guitar Road Series guitar
that fits your playing style and needs.

In terms of cons, some reviewers have noted that the Martin Guitar Road Series can be a bit
pricey compared to other guitars in its class. However, many have also noted that the
exceptional sound quality and value for money make it worth the investment.
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When compared to other guitars in its class, the Martin Guitar Road Series stands out for its
exceptional sound quality, versatility, and portability. Reviewers have noted that the guitar is
well-built and designed to last, making it a great investment for any musician looking for a high-
quality, reliable guitar.

 

Martin Guitar Road Series Buying Guide

If you're considering purchasing a Martin Guitar Road Series, there are several factors to
consider before making your decision. Here are some important features to look for and tips for
getting the best deal:

1. Body shape and size: The Martin Guitar Road Series comes in several body shapes and
sizes, so it's important to choose one that fits your playing style and needs. The
dreadnought is the largest and most powerful of the three, while the 000 and OM models
offer a more balanced tone.

2. Tonewood: The Martin Guitar Road Series comes in both solid wood and high-
pressure laminate (HPL) models. Solid wood models are made from high-quality
tonewoods such as Sitka spruce or mahogany, while HPL models are made from a
composite material that is designed to be durable and weather-resistant.

3. Hardware and electronics: The Martin Guitar Road Series comes with a variety of
hardware and electronics, depending on the model. Some models come equipped with
Fishman electronics, which allow you to plug in and amplify your sound, while others
come with traditional acoustic hardware.

4. Budget: The Martin Guitar Road Series is priced in the mid-to-upper range of acoustic
guitars, so it's important to have a budget in mind before making your decision. Consider
how much you are willing to spend and choose a model that fits your budget.

5. Playability: The Martin Guitar Road Series is known for its exceptional playability, so it's
important to choose a model that feels comfortable and easy to play. Consider factors
such as the neck shape, fingerboard material, and string action when making your
decision.

When shopping for a Martin Guitar Road Series, it's also important to do your research and
shop around to find the best deal. Look for sales, promotions, or discounts, and consider buying
a used guitar to save money. You can also try out different models in-store or read reviews
online to get a sense of which model will best fit your needs.

Overall, the Martin Guitar Road Series is a versatile line of guitars that offers exceptional quality
and playability. By considering these important factors and shopping around for the best deal,
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you can find the perfect Martin Guitar Road Series guitar to suit your needs and budget.

Martin Guitar Road Series Maintenance

Proper maintenance is essential to keep your Martin Guitar Road Series in top condition and
prolong its lifespan. Here are some do's and don'ts to keep in mind when maintaining your
guitar:

Do's:

1. Keep your guitar in a protective case when not in use to prevent dust, dirt, and moisture
from accumulating.

2. Wipe down your guitar after each use with a soft, dry cloth to remove any dirt or sweat.
3. Change your strings regularly to keep them sounding fresh and prevent them from

breaking.
4. Use a humidifier to maintain the proper humidity level in your guitar's environment and

prevent it from drying out.
5. Get your guitar professionally serviced and set up every year or two to ensure it is in

optimal playing condition.

Don'ts:

1. Don't expose your guitar to extreme temperatures or humidity levels, such as leaving it
in a hot car or a damp basement.

2. Don't use harsh cleaning chemicals or solvents on your guitar, as they can damage the
finish and the wood.

3. Don't leave your guitar in direct sunlight or near a heat source, as this can cause the
wood to warp or crack.

4. Don't overtighten the strings or the tuning pegs, as this can damage the neck or the
hardware.

5. Don't store your guitar in a damp or humid environment, as this can cause the wood to
swell and the strings to rust.

By following these do's and don'ts, you can keep your Martin Guitar Road Series in top
condition and ensure that it will deliver consistent, high-quality sound for years to come.
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Conclusion

The Martin Guitar Road Series is a versatile and high-quality line of guitars that offers
exceptional sound quality, versatility, and playability. Whether you're a professional musician or
a hobbyist, the Martin Guitar Road Series has something to offer, from its range of body shapes
and sizes to its choice of tonewoods and hardware.

While the Martin Guitar Road Series may require a significant investment, it is a worthwhile one
for any musician looking for a reliable, high-quality guitar that is built to last. Its exceptional
sound quality, versatility, and value for money make it a popular choice among musicians of all
levels and genres.

By considering factors such as body shape and size, tonewood, hardware and electronics, and
playability, and by following proper maintenance techniques, you can ensure that your Martin
Guitar Road Series will deliver consistent, high-quality sound for years to come. So, whether
you're playing in a coffeehouse or on a large stage, the Martin Guitar Road Series is a great
investment for any musician looking for a top-quality guitar.
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